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Following our recent exposition on the algebraic foundations of signed graphs, we intro-
duce bond (circuit) basis matrices for the tension (flow) lattices of signed graphs, and
compute the torsions of such matrices and Laplacians. We present closed formulas for
the torsions of the incidence matrix, the Laplacian, bond basis matrices, and circuit basis
matrices. These formulas show that the torsions of all suchmatrices are powers of 2, and so
imply that the matroids of signed graphs are representable over any field of characteristic
not 2. A notable feature of using torsion is that theMatrix-Tree formula for ordinary graphs
and Zaslavsky’s formula for unbalanced signed graphs are unified into oneMatrix-Basis for-
mula in terms of the torsion of its Laplacianmatrix, rather than in terms of its determinant,
which vanishes for an ordinary graph unless one row is deleted from the incidence matrix.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
One of classifying results in the study of matroids is Seymour’s decomposition of regular matroids [11], where graphs
consist of a large class of non-trivial building blocks. To achieve a similar result formatroids a little beyond regularmatroids,
it is natural to consider those matroids representable over all fields of characteristic not 2, known as dyadic matroids. An
important step is to discover a class of building blocks for dyadic matroids that play a similar role of graphs for regular
matroids. Such building block candidates are naively expected to be the matroids derived by Zaslavsky [12] from signed
graphs. The present paper supports this idea by showing that the signed graph matroids are indeed dyadic.
Signed graphs were introduced by Harary [10] and were extensively studied by others. Closely related to the present
paper are the work of Zaslavsky [12,13] and our recent paper [6]. Zaslavsky introduced some basic concepts of signed
graphs such as circuit, bond, orientation, switching, incidence matrix, Laplacian, etc., and obtained an analog of the Matrix-
Tree formula for graphs for unbalanced signed graphs; see [12]. Based on the work of Zaslavsky, the authors introduced
coupling, characteristic vectors, circuit lattice, bond lattice, etc., and obtained the relations between them; see [6]. In the
present paper, we further introduce torsion for signed graphs, bond matrices and circuit matrices associated with bases,
and compute torsions of various integral matrices associated with signed graphs. We first compute the torsion of incidence
matrices, which is the power of 2 to the number of unbalanced components; see Theorem 3.4. This simple result shows that
signed graphmatroids are dyadic matroids. Next we compute the torsion of the Laplacian, which turns out to be a weighted
counting of number of bases, and unifies the Matrix-Tree formula for graphs and Zaslavsky’s formula for unbalanced signed
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graphs into one Matrix-Basis formula; see Theorem 3.5. Then we compute the torsion of bond matrices with respect to
bases, which encodes the unbalance information of the given bases; see Theorem 4.5. Finally, we compute the torsion of
circuit matrices with respect to bases, which encodes the unbalance information of the complement of the given bases; see
Theorem 5.5. It is desirable and would be more interesting to further compute the torsion of an arbitrary submatrix of the
bond basis matrices and the circuit basis matrices.
Torsion is a suitable concept for describing the extent of unbalancedness of a signed graph. A key feature of our studies,
including the previous work [6], is the indispensable use of orientations in the exposition. However, all results are actually
independent of the chosen orientations. The role of orientations is much like usefulness of coordinates, with which analysis
can be argued rigorously and results can be stated precisely. For the sake of the reader, we review in the next section some
notions of signed graphs that we need in the present paper. These may be found in [6,12,13]. For the corresponding notions
of graphs,we refer to [1,2,7].We end this introduction by pointing out an interesting similarity between our torsion formulas
for signed graphs and the torsion formulas of [8] for ordinary graphs.
2. Preliminaries
Throughout the whole paper, let Σ = (V , E, σ ) be a signed graph, where V is the vertex set, E is the edge set, and
σ : E → {−1, 1} is the sign function; the graph (V , E) is allowed to have loops and multiple edges. For a vertex subset
X ⊆ V , we denote by E(X) the set of edges whose end vertices are contained in X , and define the signed subgraph
Σ(X) := (X, E(X), σ |E(X)). For an edge subset S ⊆ E, we define the signed subgraphΣ(S) := (V , S, σ |S).
A cycle of Σ is a simple closed path; the sign of a cycle is the product of the signs on its edges. A cycle is said to be
balanced (unbalanced) if its sign is positive (negative). A signed graph is said to be balanced if every cycle in it is balanced;
and unbalanced if one of its cycles is unbalanced. A connected component ofΣ is called a balanced (unbalanced) component
if it is balanced (unbalanced) as a signed subgraph. We denote by b(Σ) the number of balanced components ofΣ .
A circuit C of Σ is either (i) a balanced cycle, said to be of Type I; or (ii) an edge subset consisting of two unbalanced
cycles C1, C2, written C = C1C2 and said to be of Type II, such that V (C1)∩ V (C2) contains exactly one vertex; or (iii) an edge
subset consisting of two unbalanced cycles C1, C2, and a simple path P (called circuit path) with at least one edge, written
C = C1PC2 and said to be of Type III, such that V (C1) ∩ V (C2) = ∅ and (V (C1) ∪ V (C2)) ∩ V (P) contains exactly the initial
and ending vertices of the path P .
A cut ofΣ is a non-empty edge subset of the form U = [X, X c] ∪ EX , where X ⊆ V (Σ) is non-empty, [X, X c] is the set of
edges between X and its complement X c , and EX ⊆ E(X) is minimal to haveΣ(E(X)− EX ) balanced, i.e.,Σ(E(X)− EX + e)
is unbalanced for any e ∈ EX . A cut is said to be minimal if it does not properly contain any cut; a minimal cut is called a
bond. A bond B = [X, X c] ∪ EX is said to be of (i) Type I if EX = ∅, (ii) Type II if X = V , and (iii) Type III otherwise. Notice that
a cut is not necessarily a disjoint union of bonds. IfΣ is balanced and connected, then every cut has the form [X, X c], and it
is a bond if and only if bothΣ(X) andΣ(X c) are connected.
An independent set of Σ is an edge subset whose induced signed graph contains no circuit. An independent set is said
to be maximal if it is not properly contained in any independent set; a maximal independent set is called basis. When Σ is
connected and unbalanced, a basis is not necessarily connected; however each of its connected component contains a unique
unbalanced cycle. Let F be a basis of Σ . For each edge e ∈ F c , there is a unique circuit C(F , e) contained in F ∪ e. Similarly,
for each edge e ∈ F , there is a unique bond B(F , e) contained in F c ∪ e.
An orientation onΣ = (V , E, σ ) is a function ε : V × E → {−1, 0, 1} (more precisely a multi-valued function) such that
(i) ε(u, x) has two values ±1 if x is a positive loop at u and has a single value otherwise, (ii) ε(u, x) = 0 if u is not incident
with x, and (iii)
ε(u, x)ε(v, x) = −σ(x), x = uv. (2.1)
Pictorially, an orientation ofΣ is an assignment of two arrows to each edge at its end vertices such that the two arrows are
in the same direction if the edge is positive, and in opposite directions if the edge is negative. A signed graph Σ with an
orientation ε, denoted by (Σ, ε), is called an oriented signed graph.
Now we fix an oriented signed graph (Σ, ε) = (V , E, σ , ε) throughout. For each function ν : V → {−1, 1}, called a
switching function ofΣ , we define a sign function σ ν and an orientation εν by
σ ν(x) = ν(u)σ (x)ν(v), εν(u, x) = ν(u)ε(u, x), x = uv.
Indeed, εν(u, x)εν(v, x) = −σ ν(x). So εν is an orientation of the signed graphΣν = (V , E, σ ν). A switching from (V , E, σ , ε)
to (V , E, σ ν, εν) by a switching function ν is the replacement of σ by σ ν and ε by εν . Switching does not change the balance
of cycles.
A direction of a circuit C is an orientation εC on the signed subgraphΣ(C) such that no vertex is either a source or a sink.
A circuit C with a direction εC , denoted (C, εC ), is called a directed circuit.
A direction of a cut U = [X, X c]∪EX is an orientation εU on the signed graphΣ(U) such that there is a switching function
νX such that for x = uv ∈ U with u ∈ X ,
ν|Xc ≡ 1, σ νX |E(X)−EX ≡ 1, σ νX |EX = −1, ενXU (u, x) = 1.
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Pictorially, the arrows of (U, ενXU ) have the uniform direction on all edges of U at the vertices of X , all in or all out. We call
the orientation ενXU a positive direction of U in the signed graphΣ
νX . A cut U with a direction εU , denoted (U, εU), is called a
directed cut.
Let εi (i = 1, 2) be orientations on signed subgraphs Σi of Σ . We introduce a coupling [ε1, ε2] : E → Z, defined for
x = uv by
[ε1, ε2](x) =
{ 1 if x ∈ E(Σ1) ∩ E(Σ2), ε1(u, x) = ε2(u, x),
−1 if x ∈ E(Σ1) ∩ E(Σ2), ε1(u, x) 6= ε2(u, x),
0 otherwise.
(2.2)
It is easily seen that switching does not change coupling, i.e., [εν1 , εν2 ] = [ε1, ε2] for any switching function ν.
Let C be a circuit ofΣ . The circuit indicator of C is a function IC : E → Z, defined by
IC (x) =
{2 if x ∈ C and is on the circuit path,
1 if x ∈ C and is not on the circuit path,
0 otherwise.
(2.3)
Given a direction εC of C; viewing both (Σ, ε) and (C, εC ) as oriented signed subgraphs ofΣ , we have the coupling [ε, εC ].
The product [ε, εC ]IC determines a vector in the Euclidean space RE of real-valued functions on E, called the characteristic
vector of the directed circuit (C, εC ) for (Σ, ε). The circuit space (lattice) of (Σ, ε), denoted Z(Σ, ε;R) (Z(Σ, ε;Z)), is the
real (integral) span of the characteristic vectors of all directed circuits of (Σ, ε).
Let (U, εU) be a directed cut ofΣ , where U = [X, X c] ∪ EX . The cut indicator of U is a function IU : E → Z, defined by
IU(x) =
{2 if x ∈ EX ,
1 if x ∈ [X, X c],
0 otherwise.
(2.4)
The product function [ε, εU ]IU determines a vector inRE , called the characteristic vector of the directed cut (U, εU) for (Σ, ε).
The bond space (lattice) of (Σ, ε), denoted B(Σ, ε;R) (B(Σ, ε;Z)), is the real (integral) span of the characteristic vectors of
all directed cuts of (Σ, ε).
Let e be an edge ofΣ with end vertices u, v. We define deletion and contraction as operations fromΣ to the signed graphs
Σ − e := (V , E − e, σ |E−e), Σ/e := (V/{u, v}, E − e, σ |E−e),
where V/{u, v} = (V −{u, v})∪ {w}, w = {u, v} is a vertex inΣ/e, an edge x ∈ E− e is incident withw inΣ/e if and only
if x is incident with either u or v. For the oriented signed graph (Σ, ε), we always consider ε as an orientation onΣ − e by
viewing it as the restriction ε|V×(E−e); and consider ε as an orientation onΣ/e by setting (i) ε(w, x) = ε(u, x) if x is incident
with u, (ii) ε(w, x) = ε(v, x) if x is incident with v, and (iii) ε(w, x) = 0 otherwise.
3. Torsion of incidence matrices and Laplacians
The incidence matrix of the oriented signed graph (Σ, ε) is a matrixM(Σ, ε) = [m(v, e)], where (v, e) ∈ (V , E), and the
(v, e)-entry is defined by
m(v, e) :=
{
ε(v, e) if e is a non-loop at v,
2ε(v, e) if e is a negative loop at v,
0 otherwise.
(3.1)
Let A be anm×n integral matrix. Consider the group homomorphism f : Zn → Zm defined by f (x) = Ax; the image Im f is a
subgroup ofZm; and the quotientZm/Im f is a finitely generated abelian group. The order of the torsion subgroup ofZm/Im f
is called the torsion of the integral matrix A, denoted torA; see [4,5]. Technically, the torsion of an integral matrix can be
computed by the following elementary row (column) operations: (i) interchanging two rows (columns), (ii) multiplying one
row (column) by−1, (iii) adding an integral multiple of one row (column) to another.
Applying elementary row and column operations to A, there exist invertible integral matrices P and Q such that
PAQ = D =

d1
. . .
dk
0
. . .
 , (3.2)
where D is an m × n ‘diagonal’ matrix, the entries di are positive integers and di|di+1. In fact the matrix D is uniquely
determined by A, called the Smith normal form of A. The torsion of A is defined to be the positive integer
torA := d1d2 · · · dk.
In particular, the torsion of a zero matrix is assumed to be 1.
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Definition 3.1. Let (Σ, ε) be an oriented signed graph, andM the incidence matrix of (Σ, ε). The torsion ofΣ is the torsion
of the matrixM , i.e.,
torΣ = torM .
It is easy to see that the torsion of the incidence matrix M is independent of the chosen orientation ε. The following
lemma shows that switching does not change the torsion of signed graphs.
Lemma 3.2. Let (Σ, ε) be an oriented signed graph. For any switching function ν ,
torΣ = torΣν .
Proof. SinceM(Σν, εν) = DνM(Σ, ε), where Dν is a diagonal matrix indexed by V × V with diagonal entries ν(v) (= −
1 or 1) for v ∈ V , then
torΣν = torM(Σν, εν) = torM(Σ, ε) = torΣ . 
Torsion is a suitable concept for describing the extent of unbalancedness of a signed graph. We shall see that the torsion
of a signed graph depends on its unbalanced components. To compute precisely the torsion for a signed graph, we need the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let e be a positive edge of a signed graphΣ . Then
torΣ =
{
tor (Σ − e) if e is a positive loop,
tor (Σ/e) if e is a positive non-loop.
Proof. Let ε be an orientation ofΣ and writeM = M(Σ, ε). It is obviously true when e is a positive loop, for the column of
M at the edge e is a zero column.
Let e be a positive edge incident with two distinct vertices u and v. Let Eu denote the set of edges incident with u but not
v, Ev the set of edges incident with v but not u, and Euv the set of edges incident with both u and v. Set Ec = E−Eu∪Ev ∪Euv .
We may order the edge subsets as Euv, Eu, Ev, Ec , and assume that the orientation of e is an arrow from u to v.
Let (Σ ′, ε′) be the oriented signed graph obtained from (Σ, ε) bymerging the two vertices u and v together, but no edge
is deleted. Let E ′uv denote the set of loops obtained from Euv by merging u and v together. Set E ′u = Eu, E ′v = Ev , E ′c = Ec , and
M ′ = M(Σ ′, ε′). Letmw andm′w denote the row vectors ofM andM ′ at the vertexw, respectively. Then
mu|Euv +mv|Euv = [ε(u, x) : x ∈ Euv] + [ε(v, x) : x ∈ Euv]
= [(0 : x ∈ E+uv), (2ε(u, x) : x ∈ E−uv)]
= m′u|E′uv ,
mu|Eu +mv|Eu = [ε(u, x) : x ∈ Eu] + [ε(v, x) : x ∈ Eu]= [ε(u, x) : x ∈ Eu] + [(0 : x ∈ Eu)]
= m′u|E′u = m′v|E′u , (u = v inΣ ′)
where E+uv is the set of positive edges of Euv and E−uv is the set of negative edges of Euv . Analogously,
mu|Ev +mv|Ev = m′v|E′v = m′u|E′v ,
mu|Ec +mv|Ec = m′u |E′c = m′v |E′c = 0.
It follows that
mu +mv = m′u = m′v.
Now on the one hand, notice that the e-column of M has only two non-zero entries, namely, ε(u, e) = ±1 and
ε(v, e) = ∓1. Adding the u-row to the v-row of M , we obtain a new matrix M1, having the entries in the e-column all
zero except ε(u, e) = ±1 at the position (u, e). Then performing elementary column operations to make all entries in the
u-row ofM1 to zero except ε(u, e) = ±1 at the position (u, e), we obtain amatrixM2. Deleting the u-row ofM2, the resulted
matrix is exactlyM ′. This shows that torM = torM ′.
On the other hand, notice that the e-column ofM ′ is zero. Deleting the e-column ofM ′, the resulted matrix isM(Σ/e).
This means that torM ′ = torM(Σ/e). Therefore, torM(Σ) = torM(Σ/e). 
Theorem 3.4 (Torsion Formula). For any signed graphΣ ,
torΣ = 2c(Σ)−b(Σ),
where c(Σ) is the number of components and b(Σ) is the number of balanced components of Σ .
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Proof. Let Σ have b balanced components and c − b unbalanced components. Applying switching by Lemma 3.2, and
deletion and contraction by Lemma 3.3 continuously, we finally obtain an oriented signed graphΣ ′, having the same torsion
as Σ , where Σ ′ has b isolated vertices and c − b unbalanced components, each unbalanced component consists of some
negative loops at a single vertex. Clearly, torΣ ′ = 2c−b. 
One of themost interesting results in graph theory is perhaps Kirchhoff’s Matrix-Tree formula, which counts the number
of spanning trees of a given connected graph. There are at least three well-known proofs: one by the Cauchy–Binet
formula (see [2]), one by induction via deletion–contraction (see [7]), and one using a sign-reversing involution (see [3]).
A generalization of the Matrix-Tree formula from graphs to unbalanced signed graphs was obtained by Zaslavsky [12]. It
is interesting to point it out that, using the concept of torsion, Kirchhoff’s Matrix-Tree formula for connected graphs and
Zaslavsky’s formula for unbalanced signed graphs can be nicely unified as follows into what we call theMatrix-Basis formula.
Theorem 3.5 (Matrix-Basis Formula). Let M = M(Σ, ε) be the incidence matrix of (Σ, ε), and ∆(Σ) = MMT its Laplacian.
Then
tor∆(Σ) =
∑
F
(torM(F))2 =
∑
F
4u(Σ(F)), (3.3)
where the sum is extended over all bases F of Σ , and M(F) is the incidence matrix of the signed subgraph Σ(F) with the same
orientation ε.
Proof. It is enough to consider the case ofΣ connected, for the non-connected case follows easily from applying the results
to each of the connected components. We first assume thatΣ is unbalanced. Notice that the rank ofM is |V (Σ)|. Then
tor∆(Σ) = | det∆(Σ)| = det∆(Σ).
Applying the Cauchy–Binet formula [9], we have
det∆(Σ) =
∑
S⊆E,|S|=|V |
(det(M |S))2.
Notice that det(M |S) 6= 0 if and only if Σ(S) is maximal and contains no circuit, i.e., S is a basis. In this case, we have
torM(S) = tor (M |S) = | det(M |S)|.
Next we assume that Σ is balanced. Then Σ can be assumed to be an ordinary graph, having all edges positive. Let M1
be the matrix obtained fromM by deleting the bottom row. ThenM1MT1 has full rank, so tor (M1M
T
1 ) = det(M1MT1 ). Notice
that the sum of all rows ofM is zero. This means that there is an invertible integral matrix P such that PM = (M10 ). Let Q
be the inverse of P . Thus
tor∆(Σ) = tor
[
Q
(
M1
0
) (
MT1 0
)
Q T
]
= tor
(
M1MT1 0
0 0
)
= tor (M1MT1 ).
Applying the Cauchy–Binet formula [9], the identity (3.3) follows. 
It is well-known that the incidence matrix of an oriented ordinary graph is totally unimodular (all square submatrices
have determinants 0 or ±1); see [2]. If Σ is balanced, then it can be considered as an ordinary graph. So torM(F) = 1 for
any basis (spanning forest). Thus tor∆(Σ) is the number of spanning forests ofΣ . IfΣ is unbalanced, then for each basis F
ofΣ , tor (M(F)) = 2u(Σ(F)), where u(Σ(F)) is the number of unbalanced components ofΣ(F).
Corollary 3.6. Let β(Σ) denote the number of bases of Σ, u(Σ) the number of unbalanced components, and m the maximal
number of vertex disjoint unbalanced cycles. Then
tor∆(Σ)
4m
≤ β(Σ) ≤ tor∆(Σ)
4u(Σ)
. (3.4)
Moreover, one of the above equalities holds if and only if no unbalanced component of Σ contains two or more vertex disjoint
unbalanced cycles.
Proof. For each basis F ofΣ , since u(Σ) ≤ u(Σ(F)) ≤ m, we have
4u(Σ) ≤ (torM(F))2 = 4u(Σ(F)) ≤ 4m.
The inequalities in (3.4) follow immediately. They are equalities if and only if u(Σ(F)) is constant for all bases F .
If an unbalanced component ofΣ has vertex disjoint unbalanced cycles, it is impossible for u(Σ(F)) to be constant for all
bases F . On the other hand, if each unbalanced componentΣ0 ofΣ contains no vertex disjoint cycles, then each basis F0 of
Σ0 must be connected and contains a unique unbalanced cycle. Consequently, each basis ofΣ must have the same number
of unbalanced components. 
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4. Torsion of bond basis matrices
Let F be a basis of the oriented signed graph (Σ, ε). For each edge x ∈ F , let B(F , x) denote the unique bond contained in
F c∪x; choose an orientation εx of B(F , x) such that [ε, εx](x) > 0; we denote by b(x, ∗) the characteristic vector [ε, εx]IB(F ,x),
called the bond characteristic vector of B(F , x) in (Σ, ε). Let B(Σ, F) be the matrix indexed by F × E, whose row vectors are
b(x, ∗), x ∈ F , called the bond basis matrix of (Σ, ε)with respect to the basis F . For each edge e ∈ F , the matrix B(Σ, F) can
be written in the form
B(Σ, F) =
( e E−e
e b(e, e) ∗
F−e 0 B′
)
. (4.1)
Lemma 4.1. Let e be a positive edge of the basis F , having the bond basis matrix B(Σ, F) written as (4.1). Then F/e is a basis of
Σ/e, and B′ is the bond basis matrix of (Σ/e, F/e), i.e.,
B′ = B(Σ/e, F/e).
Proof. Identifying the edge set E/e ofΣ/ewith the edge subset E − e ofΣ , the F/e is identified with F − e; it is clear that
F/e is a basis of Σ/e. Notice that there is a bijection C 7→ C/e between the cycles of Σ to the cycles of Σ/e. Moreover, a
cycle C is balanced inΣ if and only if C/e is balanced inΣ/e.
Let u0 and v0 denote the two end vertices of e. Denote by w0 the vertex of Σ/e obtained from the merging of u0 and v0
by contracting e in Σ . We have a surjection f : V (Σ − e) → V (Σ/e), defined by f (u0) = f (v0) = w0 and f (v) = v if
v 6∈ {u0, v0}; and the identity map g : E(Σ − e)→ E(Σ/e). Then (f , g) is a signed graph homomorphism.
For each edge x ∈ F − e, the bond B(F , x) ofΣ does not contain the edge e, and its edge set is the same as the edge set of
the bond B(F/e, x) ofΣ/e. If B(F , x) is written as the form [X, X c] ∪ EX , then B(F/e, x) can be written as
[f (X), f (X c)] ∪ g(EX ) = [f (X), f (X)c] ∪ Ef (X).
Moreover, if a vertex v is incident with an edge y in B(F , x), then the vertex f (v) is incident with the edge g(y) in B(F/e, x),
and
εx(v, y) = εg(x)(f (v), g(y)) = εx(f (v), y).
It follows that the restriction b(x, ∗)|(E−e) (of the characteristic vector [ε, εx]IB(F ,x) to the subset E − e) is the bond
characteristic vector [ε, εx]IB(F/e,x) of B(F/e, x) in (Σ/e, ε). Hence B(Σ/e, F/e) = B′. 
Lemma 4.2. Let e, x ∈ F be edges on a common unbalanced cycle of F . Then b(e, e) = b(x, x) = 2, and b(e, y) + b(x, y) = 0
or ±2 or ±4 for all y ∈ E.
Proof. Let X denote the vertex set of the unbalanced component of F that contains the edges e and x. Then we can write
Be := B(F , e) = [X, X c] ∪ Ee and Bx := B(F , x) = [X, X c] ∪ Ex, where e ∈ Ee ⊂ E(X), x ∈ Ex ⊂ E(X), e 6∈ Ex, and x 6∈ Ee. Thus
for any edge y ∈ E incident with a vertex v,
b(e, y)+ b(x, y) = [ε, εe](y)IBe(y)+ [ε, εx](y)IBx(y)
= ε(v, y)(εe(v, y)IBe(y)+ εx(v, y)IBx(y)).
Since εe(v, y) = ±1 and εx(v, y) = ±1 for y ∈ [X, X c] ∪ (Ee ∩ Ex), it follows that
b(e, y)+ b(x, y) =
{0,±2 if y ∈ [X, X c] ∪ (Ee1Ex),
0,±4 if y ∈ Ee ∩ Ex,
0 otherwise,
where Ee1Ex := Ee ∪ Ex − Ee ∩ Ex is the symmetric difference. 
Lemma 4.3. Let e be a positive edge of the basis F .
(a) If e is not contained in any unbalanced cycle of F , then
tor B(Σ, F) = tor B(Σ/e, F/e). (4.2)
(b) If e is contained in an unbalanced cycle of F , then
tor B(Σ, F) = 2tor B(Σ/e, F/e). (4.3)
Proof. Let F1 denote the component of F that contains the edge e.
(a) Removing e from F1, the component F1 is divided into two components, one of them is balanced. Let X denote the
vertex set of any one such balanced component. Then B(F , e) = [X, X c] ∪ Ee. Clearly, e ∈ [X, X c], for e is between the
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component X and another component of F1. Hence b(e, e) = 1. Performing column operations of B(Σ, F) in the form (4.1)
to reduced the other entries of the e-row to 0 and applying Lemma 4.1, the recurrence (4.2) is obtained.
(b) Let C1 be the unbalanced cycle of F1; clearly, e ∈ C1. Since e is positive, the cycle C1 contains an edge x other than e.
Then b(e, e) = b(x, x) = 2, and B(Σ, F) can be written as
B(Σ, F) =
( e x E−e∪x
e 2 0 ∗
x 0 2 ∗
F−e∪x 0 0 B′
)
.
Adding the x-row to the e-row, by Lemma 4.2, we have
B(Σ, F) =
( e x E−e∪x
e 2 2 2a
x 0 2 ∗
F−e∪x 0 0 B′
)
,
where a is an integral vector. Performing column operations to reduce the entries b(e, y)(y 6= e) of the e-row to 0 and
applying Lemma 4.1, the recurrence (4.3) is obtained. 
Lemma 4.4. Let Σ be a special connected unbalanced signed graph such that at each vertex vi there is at least one negative loop
ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Then F = {e1, . . . , em} forms a basis of Σ . Moreover,
tor B(Σ, F) = 2. (4.4)
Proof. For each ej ∈ F , the unique bond B(F , ej) contained in F c ∪ ej has the form
B(F , ej) = [vj, V − vj] ∪ Ej,
where [vj, V − vj] is the set of edges from vj to other vertices, and Ej is the set of all negative loops at vj. Let x be a non-loop
edge incident with two distinct vertices vi1 and vi2 . Then b(ei1 , x) = ±1, b(ei2 , x) = ±1, and b(ej, x) = 0 for j 6= i1, i2. Thus
m∑
j=1
b(ej, x) = 0 or ± 2.
Adding all ej-rows (j ≥ 2) to the e1-row, the resulting matrix is

e1 e2 ··· em F c
e1 2 2 · · · 2 2a
e2 0 2 · · · 0 ∗
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
em 0 0 · · · 2 ∗
,
where a is an integral vector on F c . Let Vd be the set of vertices from which the distance to the vertex v1 is d; we assume
0 ≤ d ≤ l, where l ≤ m−1. Let B0 = B(Σ, F) and Bk (1 ≤ k ≤ l) be the submatrix of Bk−1, obtained by deleting the ei-rows
such that that vi ∈ Vk−1. Then B1 is just the submatrix of B having the first row deleted, and tor B(Σ, F) = 2 tor B1.
Let vj ∈ Vk be a vertex and ej be a negative loop at vj. There is an edge x between vj and a vertex vi ∈ Vk−1. Note that the
x-column of B has only non-zero entries at ei-and ej-positions. Since ei-row does not exist in Bk, its x-column has the form
(0, . . . , 0,±1, 0, . . . , 0)T ,
where±1 appears in the ej-position. The entries b(ej, y)(y 6= x) of the ej-row inBk can be reduced to 0 by column operations:
adding∓b(ej, y) times of the x-column to the y-columns. Thus the ej-row can be deleted from Bk without affecting torsion.
This means that tor Bk = tor Bk+1 for k ≥ 1. Continue this procedure; we finally end up with a matrix having only one row
of the form (∗, . . . , ∗,±1, ∗, . . . , ∗); its torsion is obviously 1. Therefore tor B(Σ, F) = 2. 
Theorem 4.5. Let F be a basis of a signed graphΣ , and C the union of all edge sets of unbalanced cycles of F . Then
tor B(Σ, F) = 2|C |+c(Σ)−c(Σ(F)), (4.5)
where c(Σ) is the number components of Σ and c(Σ(F)) the number of components of the signed subgraphΣ(F).
Proof. We first assume that Σ = (V , E, σ ) is connected and unbalanced. Let Fi be connected components of F , and Ci the
unique unbalanced cycle of Fi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, wherem = c(Σ(F)). Choose a switching ν so that σ ν is negative on exactly one
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edge of each Ci and is positive on all other edges of F . Since switching does not change torsion, we may simply assume that
Σ satisfies the required property. Then the number of positive edges on the unbalanced cycles of F is
m∑
i=1
(|Ci| − 1) = |C | − c(Σ(F)).
Applying Lemma 4.3 to all positive edges of F to reducedΣ to the case of Lemma 4.4, we obtain
tor B(Σ, F) = 2|C |+1−c(Σ(F)).
This formula is also true whenΣ is connected and balanced, for tor B(Σ, F) = 1, |C | = 0, and c(Σ(F)) = 1.
Now letΣ be an arbitrary signed graph, having connected componentsΣj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Then F is decomposed into bases
Fj forΣj. Let Cj be the edge set of all unbalanced cycles of Fj. Then C =⊔nj=1 Cj and c(Σ(F)) =∑nj=1 c(Σ(Fj)). Thus
tor B(Σ, F) =
n∏
j=1
tor B(Σj, Fj)
=
n∏
j=1
2|Cj|+1−c(Σ(Fj))
= 2|C |+c(Σ)−c(Σ(F)). 
5. Torsion of circuit basis matrices
Given a basis F for the oriented signed graph (Σ, ε). For each edge x ∈ F c , let C(F , x) denote the unique circuit contained
in F∪x; select an orientation εx of C(F , x) such that [ε, εx](x) > 0, and denote by c(x, ∗) the characteristic vector [ε, εx]IC(F ,x).
Let C(Σ, F) be the matrix indexed by F c × E, whose row vectors are c(x, ∗), where x ∈ F c , called the circuit basis matrix of
(Σ, ε)with respect to the basis F .
Fix an edge e ∈ F and an edge e′ ∈ F c ; the circuit basis matrix C(Σ, F) can be written in the forms
C(Σ, F) = ( F c e F−eF c D c(∗, e) A ) (5.1)
=
( e′ E−e′
e′ c(e, e) ∗
F c−e′ 0 C ′
)
. (5.2)
Lemma 5.1. (a) Let e ∈ F be a positive edge and F/e be identified to the set F − e. If the circuit basis matrix C(Σ, F) is written
as (5.1), then F/e is a basis of Σ/e and the matrix (D,A) is the circuit basis matrix of (Σ/e, F/e), i.e.,
(D,A) = C(Σ/e, F/e).
(b) Let e′ ∈ F c . If the circuit matrix C(Σ, F) is written as (5.2), then F is a basis of Σ − e′, and C ′ is the circuit basis matrix
of (Σ − e′, F), i.e.,
C ′ = C(Σ − e′, F).
Proof. (a) It is trivial that F/e is a basis of Σ/e. The complement of F/e in E/e is still F c := E − F . Fix an edge x ∈ F c . If
e 6∈ C(F , x), then c(x, e) = 0; it is clear that [ε, εx]IC(F ,x)|E−e is a flow of (Σ/e, ε). If e ∈ C(F , x) and have the end vertices
u and v, since e is positive, it is easy to see that the restriction [ε, εx]IC(F ,x)|E−e is conservative at w = {u, v} of Σ/e. Thus
[ε, εx]IC(F ,x)|E−e is the x-row of the circuit basis matrix C(Σ/e, F/e).
(b) It is obvious that F is a basis of Σ − e′. For each edge x ∈ F c − e′, the circuit for Σ with a direction εx is isomorphic
to the circuit forΣ − e′ with the same direction εx; they are the same C(F , x). Hence C(Σ − e′, F) = C ′. 
Lemma 5.2. Let e, x ∈ F c be edges between two common unbalanced components of Σ(F). Then c(e, e) = c(x, x) = 2 and
c(e, y)+ c(x, y) = 0 or ±2 or ±4 for all y ∈ E(Σ).
Proof. Let F be decomposed into connected components Fi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. We may assume that the edges e and x are
between the unbalanced components F1 and F2, having the unique unbalanced cycles C1 and C2 respectively. We write
Ce := C(F , e) = C1P1C2, Cx := C(F , x) = C1P2C2, where e ∈ P1, x ∈ P2. Thus for any y ∈ E(Σ) incident with a vertex v,
c(e, y)+ c(x, y) = [ε, εe](y)ICe(y)+ [ε, εx](y)ICx(y)
= ε(v, y)[εe(v, y)Ce + εx(v, y)ICx ].
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Since εe(v, y) = ±1 and εx(v, y) = ±1 for y ∈ C1 ∪ C2 ∪ (P1 ∩ P2), it follows that
c(e, y)+ c(x, y) =
{0,±2 if y ∈ C1 ∪ C2 ∪ (P11P2),
0,±4 if y ∈ P1 ∩ P2,
0 otherwise,
where P11P2 := P1 ∪ P2 − P1 ∩ P2 is the symmetric difference. 
Lemma 5.3. Let C be the set of edges of all unbalanced cycles in Σ(F), and B the set of all edges of F c that are between two
distinct unbalanced components of Σ(F). Then for each positive edge e ∈ F − C and any edge e′ ∈ F c − B,
tor C(Σ, F) = tor C(Σ/e, F/e) = tor C(Σ − e′, F). (5.3)
Proof. We prove the first equality first. Let x ∈ F c . We claim that the entry c(x, e) can be set to zero by adding an integral
multiple of the x-column to the e-column of C(Σ, F). This is obviously true when c(x, x) = 1, i.e., when x is not an edge
between two components of F . When c(x, x) = 2, i.e., x is on the circuit path of C(F , x) = C1PC2, then x must be between
two connected components of F . Since e 6∈ C , if e ∈ C(F , x), then e must be on the circuit path P; so c(x, e) = ±2, and
it is also obviously true. Continuing this procedure, we can make the e-column zero; delete the zero column, the resulting
matrix is the circuit matrix C(Σ/e, F/e) by part (a) of Lemma 5.1.
Next we prove the second equality. Since the edge e′ cannot be on the circuit path of C(F , e′) when it is of Type III, we
must have c(e′, e′) = 1. Then the entries c(e′, y) (y 6= e′) can be set to zero by adding an integralmultiple of the e′-column to
the y-columns. Move the e′-row to the top and thenmove the e′-column to the left-most position; we obtain the recurrence
relation (5.3) by part (b) of Lemma 5.1. 
Lemma 5.4. Let Σ be a connected unbalanced signed graph having a basis F =⊔mi=1 Ci, where Ci are vertex disjoint unbalanced
cycles. If the underlying (ordinary) graph G := Σ/F (forgetting about the signs of edges) is a tree, then
tor C(Σ, F) = 1.
Proof. Note that F c consists of all edges between the unbalanced cycles Ci. If G has no leaf (vertex of degree one), then G
consists of a single vertex,Σ = Σ(F) is a negative loop at the single vertex, and F c = ∅. The matrix C(Σ, F) is assumed to
be a zero matrix, and tor C(Σ, F) = 1 is assumed. If G has some leaves, take a leaf of G, i.e., an unbalanced cycle C1 of F ; let
x1 be an edge between C1 and another unbalanced cycle C2 of F . The matrix C(Σ, F) can be written as
C(Σ, F) =
( x1 C1 E−C1∪x1
x1 2 a ∗
F c−x1 0 0 C ′
)
,
where a is a row vector whose entries are 1 or−1. Identifying the edge set ofΣ/(C1 ∪ x1)with the subset E − C1 ∪ x1, then
F − C1 is a basis ofΣ/(C1 ∪ x1). We see that C ′ is exactly the circuit basis matrix C(Σ/(C1 ∪ x1), F − C1). This follows from
the fact that for each edge y ∈ F c − x1, the restriction of the characteristic vector [ε, εy]IC(F ,y) to E − C1 ∪ x1 is exactly the
characteristic vector of the circuit C(F − C1, y) inΣ/(C1 ∪ x1), for [ε, εy]IC(F ,y) ≡ 0 on C1 ∪ x1. Thus
tor C(Σ, F) = tor C ′ = tor C(Σ/(C1 ∪ x1), F − C1).
Continue this procedure; we obtain that tor C(Σ, F) = 1. 
Theorem 5.5. Let F be a basis of a signed graph Σ , and B the subset of F c whose edges are between two distinct connected
components of Σ(F). Then
tor C(Σ, F) = 2|B|+c(Σ)−c(Σ(F)). (5.4)
Proof. We first assume thatΣ is connected and unbalanced. Let F be decomposed into connected components Fi with the
unique unbalanced cycles Ci; set C = ⋃ Ci. We may assume that each Ci contains exactly one negative edge, and all other
edges of F are positive. Applying contraction to all edges of F − C and deletion to all edges of F c − B, we obtain a signed
graph Σ˜ having a basis F˜ = C . Then E(Σ˜) = B ∪ C, F˜ c = B, and by Lemma 5.3,
tor C(Σ, F) = tor C(Σ˜, F˜).
Let G := Σ˜/F˜ be the ordinary graph (forgetting about signs of edges) having the vertex set V (G) = {Ci} and edge set
E(G) = B. Let T ⊆ B be a spanning tree of G. For each edge x ∈ B − T , there is a unique cycle C˜x := C(T , x) of G contained
in T ∪ x and x ∈ C(T , x). Write C˜x = {xj1 , xj2 , . . . , xjk} with xj1 = x, where xji is an edge between the cycles Cji and Cji+1
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for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, Cjk+1 = Cj1 . The circuits C(F˜ , xji) of Σ˜ are of Type III and C(F˜ , xji) = CjixjiCji+1 . Then the circuit basis matrix
C(Σ˜, F˜), indexed by B× (B ∪ C), can be written as
C(Σ˜, F˜) =
( C˜x B∪C−C˜x
C˜x 2I ∗
B−C˜x 0 C ′
)
.
Adding up all rows indexed by the edges y ∈ C˜x(y 6= xj1 = x) to the x-row, then by Lemmas 5.1(b) and 5.2, the resulting
matrix C1 has the form
C1 =
( x B∪C−x
x 2 2a
B−x 0 C(Σ˜ − x, F˜)
)
,
where a is an integral row vector. Adding appropriate integral multiples of the first column of C1 to reduce all entries of the
first row (other than the (x, x)-entry) to zero, we obtain
tor C(Σ˜, F˜) = tor C1 = 2 tor C(Σ˜ − x, F˜).
Continue this procedure; we see that
tor C(Σ˜, F˜) = 2|B|−|T |tor C(Σ˜ − (B− T ), F˜)
= 2|B|−|V (G)|+1 (Lemma 5.4)
= 2|B|+1−c(Σ(F)),
where n(G) := |B| − |V (G)| + 1 = |B| − |T |, the signed graph Σ˜ − (B − T ) satisfies the condition of Lemma 5.4. Hence
tor C(Σ, F) = 2|B|+1−c(Σ(F)). This formula is also true whenΣ is balanced, for c(Σ(F)) = 1 and |B| = 0.
Now letΣ be decomposed into connected componentsΣi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then the basis F is decomposed into bases Fi forΣi.
Let Bi be the set of edges between twodistinct connected components of Fi. Then B =⊔ni=1 Bi and c(Σ(F)) =∑ni=1 c(Σ(Fi)).
Thus
tor C(Σ, F) =
n∏
i=1
tor C(Σi, Fi)
=
n∏
i=1
2|Bi|+1−c(Σ(Fi))
= 2|B|+c(Σ)−c(Σ(F)). 
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